
SU4500
Optical Turnstile
The SU4500 swinging barrier optical turnstile 
has a compact design, which makes it a great 
option for facilities requiring secured access 
in areas where space is limited. The SU4500 
comes in a variety of finish options, offering a 
visually appealing, durable, and dependable 
turnstile. The SU4500 is a stunning combination 
of security, safety, and aesthetics in a form-
fitting installation footprint.

Compact cabinetry combined with the liberal 
use of crystal-clear materials provides a 
modern look that accentuates installation 
areas. The attractive look of the SU4500 can be 
further enhanced through an optional lighting 
package, which allows users to illuminate the 
side panels.

Common Applications
• Time and attendance integration
• Employee and visitor access control
• Single-direction control and/or one-way 
  exiting

Why Alvarado?
Alvarado is America’s leading entry control 
products manufacturer. Founded in 1956, 
Alvarado turnstiles and gates are installed in 
thousands of locations throughout the world. 
Our superior product quality, integration 
expertise and industry leading service and 
support are just a few reasons that many of 
the world’s most respected companies use 
our products again and again.
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Key Features

Available Models Certifications

Dimensions

Options

Complementary Products

LED Illumination: Optional edge-lit LED illumination with user-programmable transition effects

Compatability: Accepts all types of credentials and biometric readers

Space Saving Center Cabinet Design: Slim cabinets allow optical turnstile use in compact spaces

Adaptable Control System: Integrates into a new or existing access control system

Esthetics: Modern design blends with any lobby

Stylish Panels: Crystal clear swinging and fixed side panels

Standard-  28” wide passageway
ADA-  36” wide passageway

The SU3500 optical turnstile is independently tested and 
certified by LA Testing Labs. It is also CE marked.

A number of options and a selection of materials and 
finishes are available.

Custom infill sections and modular post and railing are 
available to fill in open areas around installed turnstiles 
and gates.


